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Abstract: Twin-field quantum key distribution on optical fibers, a promising approach
to long-distance secure communication, can take advantage from atomic clocks technolo-
gies such as narrow linewidth lasers and phase-coherent distribution of optical pulses. We
will describe the integration of these technologies in a TF-QKD setup implemented on an
extended metropolitan fiber network and report on the expected QKD performances. ©
2022 The Author(s)

1. Introduction

Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) answers the need for sharing secret cryptographic keys with proven security
against eavesdropping attacks. Its integration into existing telecom fiber networks and the coverage of regional
distances are important challenges today, and are related to overcoming the significant channels attenuation of real
world long-distance fibers.

The recently proposed Twin-Field Quantum Key Distribution (TF-QKD) protocol [1] is promising in this sense,
thanks to a higher immunity to fiber loss as compared to traditional QKD protocols, and capability to fight the
so-called PLOB bound [2]. This approach unfolds the traditional Alice-Bob interferometer into a 3-node network,
where an intermediate untrusted node, Charlie, acts as a relay, effectively doubling the reach of the link. The
conceptual equivalence of this scheme to more traditional QKD topologies relies on two important assumptions,
i.e. the distant photon pulses generated in Alice and Bob are phase-coherent, and their coherence is preserved as
they are sent to Charlie through uncontrolled fibers. These conditions can be rephrased with the need of realizing
space- and time-coherent laser sources and distributing their radiation without degradation over thousands of
kilometers. So far, laboratory-based TF-QKD demonstrations achieved record transmission lengths of 830 km [3],
but deal only partially with these aspects, which become of practical relevance in real-world implementation.

A similar challenge was encountered in the optical clocks community as soon as advanced frequency standards
(optical clocks) reached the 18th decimal digit of precision [4] and the need to distribute their radiation to distant
users without degradation arose. This became possible in the last decade thanks to the exploitation of telecom
optical networks and the introduction of dedicated technologies, specifically narrow-linewidth lasers featuring
coherence lengths of 100’000 km, and laser interferometry techniques that allow to detect and cancel with high
precision the fluctuations in the fiber propagation paths [5]. With these tools, phase-coherent laser radiation can be
transferred without degradation across thousands-km fibers, allowing regular atomic clocks comparison at the con-
tinental scale [6]. This infrastructure coexists with classical communications and wavelength-division multiplexed
networks, which increases the scalability and opens new research opportunities [7].

TF-QKD can take advantage from adopting similar approaches, both in terms of robustness and system perfor-
mance. The first real-world demonstration of TF-QKD already makes use of narrow-linewidth laser sources [8],
and a deeper integration of optical clocks technologies into TF-QKD was recently proposed [9].

Here, we will introduce how atomic clock technologies can support TF-QKD and report on the realization of
a TF-QKD setup where they are extensively exploited, enabling us to quantify the reduction in the equivalent
quantum bit error rate (QBER) and consequent performance improvement.



2. Integrating optical clocks technologies into TF-QKD

The key components of a TF-QKD apparatus consist in two lasers at the remote Alice and Bob terminals, which
produce phase-modulated single-photon pulses that encode the quantum states. Photon pulses are then sent to
the intermediate node Charlie via standard telecom networks, and here a pair of single-photon detectors records
coincidence counts that are at the basis of a raw key extraction [1].

Two distinct effects destroy the phase coherence of photon pulses as they arrive in Charlie, preventing a key
to be extracted: the uncorrelated phase fluctuations of remote photon sources, and the uncorrelated optical length
change in the fibers connecting Alice and Bob to Charlie. To mitigate the former issue, a reference laser is usually
added to the system, whose radiation, delivered to both Alice and Bob via a separate fiber, represents a common
phase-reference to lock photon sources [3]. Still, the intrinsic coherence length of the reference laser has a direct
impact on the amount of tolerated unbalance between the Charlie-to-Alice and Charlie-to-Bob arms: for instance,
the length of connecting paths must be aligned within a few kilometers if standard telecom-grade lasers are used.
Fluctuations in connecting fibers are dealt with in a post-process approach: the quantum states transmission is
interleaved with a deterministic phase pattern, common to Alice and Bob; the phase fluctuations recorded upon
interference in Charlie during these frames are then ascribed to propagation path variations, and cancelled either
digitally or by a hardware phase shifter. The effectiveness of this approach is reduced as the link length and noise
level increase, because more frequent realignement procedures are needed, which subtracts time to the quantum
states transmission and only guarantees a limited link noise suppression, increasing the QBER.

We developed a setup that integrates two important upgrades, based on phase-coherent technologies, and makes
the system more robust to the above-mentioned impairments (Fig. 1a).

First, we stabilise the reference laser to an external, high Q-factor resonator, narrowing down its linewidth from
a few kilohertz to less than 1 Hz, ensuring coherence lengths of thousands of kilometers. As remote photon sources
in Alice and Bob, we use telecom-grade diode lasers tightly phase-locked to the incoming reference radiation. This
releases the need for a precise matching of the length of the two arms of the interferometer.

Then, we implemented a system for the continuous, real-time stabilization of connecting fiber paths, exploiting
established wavelength-division-multiplexing technologies. In particular, in Charlie we multiplex the reference
signal with an independent ”sensing” laser, so that they travel the same fiber towards the remote nodes. There,
while the reference laser is extracted to enable phase-lock of the local lasers, the sensing laser is routed back into
the QKD fiber, where it propagates together with the quantum signals. The phase fluctuations accumulated by the
sensing laser fully reflect those acquired by the quantum signal because they travel the same fiber. In Charlie, the
sensing laser is thus extracted and routed to a separate detector, where its phase is demodulated and used to actively
stabilise the fibers. Thanks to a continuous and high-resolution detection of propagation paths fluctuations, this
approach ensures better suppression of the fiber noise and avoids the need for interleaving the key transmission
with realignment frames, saving time for the actual key distribution and further reducing the QBER contributed
by decoherence.

We implemented this system on a 206 km fiber network in northern Italy (Fig. 1b). This fiber is part of the
Italian Quantum Backbone, developed by the Italian Metrological Institute, INRIM, to disseminate precise time
and frequency references to remote users of the Country [10]. It implements a wavelength-division multiplexing
scheme where a pair of channels is dedicated to this experiment, the rest remaining available for standard data
traffic and metrological signal dissemination. The Alice/Bob nodes were established in shelters of the telecom
network 92 km and 114 km away from INRIM, where the interference was performed. The fiber attenuation is
35 dB and 30 dB for the two arms; while the sensing laser could be amplified using standard Erbium-doped fiber
amplifiers, this is not possible in the quantum regime, limiting in practice the size of the setup. Figure 1c shows
the interference pattern between QKD lasers, recorded in Charlie once the fiber-stabilization loop is activated. As
can be seen, the typical coherence time is as high as few hundreds of milliseconds, over which continuous key
streaming can happen before a realignment is required. This represents a thousand-fold improvement as compared
to the performances of conventional TF-QKD setups that do not implement fiber stabilization. On the basis of
the residual jitter of the interference measurement, the QBER contributed by decoherence was estimated to be
< 1%. These results have been obtained in a highly-unbalanced setup, where the length difference in the two paths
amounted to 22 km.

3. Conclusion

We show how metrological techniques such as narrow-linewidth lasers and precise measurement of propagation
paths can improve the performances of TF-QKD in real world. Notably, these tools have nowadays a high technol-
ogy readiness level and are found on the market as compact and turn-key devices. Along a similar research line,
further development and considerable simplification of the typical TF-QKD setup was recently demonstrated [11].
Synergic development of fields such as optical frequency metrology, quantum communication and fiber transmis-
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Fig. 1. a) A sketch of the experimental setup. Quantum states (QS) are encoded on the phase of
lasers LA and LB. Photon pulses, sent via dedicated QKD fibers to the intermediate node are here
interfered on single-photon detectors D0 and D1. A reference laser (LR) is sent to the remote nodes
using a separate service fiber, for phase stabilization of LA and LB. The sensing laser LS is muti-
plexed onto the same fibers, routed forth and back in the two arms and demodulated on a separate
photodiode (PD) to detect the fiber noise, which is corrected by a hardware actuator (act). b) Map
of the experimental layout, on the Italian Quantum Backbone; the overall fiber length is 206 km.
(Imagery ©2020 Landsat/Copernicus, Imagery ©2020 TerraMetrics, Map data ©2020). c) The nor-
malised interference pattern recorded in C between incoming radiation from LA and LB, when the
fiber is stabilised. Traces report the measurement obtained with a classical photodiode (black trace)
or with single-photon detectors (red). The phase evolves by 2π in about 10 s, while this would hap-
pen in tens of microseconds without active stabilization, reducing the key extraction efficiency.

sion systems opens scenarios of higher scalability, interoperability and overall growth, offering important adds-on
such as precise synchronization and time-base alignment between remote nodes. In particular, fiber-based atomic
clocks networks may represent an important physical layer for further development of TF-QKD in real-field,
supporting its transition to a robust and mature technology, ready for today’s challenges of secure communication.
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